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No Gray Area
Pat Gray –
Superintendent Quail Creek GC
Submitted By – Paul Hurst

I think it is safe to say that Pat Gray has seen
it all in the Turf Business. Now 66, the passion
is still there but he appears more prone to go
with the flow these days. When asked what
he still enjoys about being a Super he paused
slightly and responded, “Being here in the
early morning, driving the golf course and
looking at everything, it is just calm,
quiet and relaxing.”
(continued on page six)
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I

’d like to thank everyone who has been involved with the
MVGCSA BOD over the past 2 years. We have accomplished
quite a bit during uncertain times. It really is amazing how
many smart people are involved in the operation of the association.
Congratulations to everyone who had a part in the 75th
Anniversary Book. What an achievement! It really does look
fantastic and it accomplishes our goal of documenting the first
75 years of our existence. I can’t wait to get my copy.
I want to thank all members who are active in the association.
The interesting thing about being an active member is
that when you participate you realize how important our
Association is to our profession, our community and our
golfers.
See you all soon!
Best Regards,
Khris Rickman
MVGCSA President

I want to thank
all members who
are active in the
association. The
interesting thing
about being an active
member is that when
you participate you
realize how important
our Association is to
our profession, our
community and our
golfers.
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T

his issue is arguably the toughest one to get in your
mailbox. The season is winding down but the workload is

no less for you guys and much of the help has returned back
to school. I will thank my writers early this Ed’s Notes for their
efforts. DOE Chuck, Carter DeMay, DHump, President Rickman,
Dr. Xiong and Rob Kick….thank you for taking the time to
write and not just delete my incessant email badgering. This
group has been churning out articles for a while now, if you
see them at the Green Cup or Annual Meeting give them a fist bump or a high five. The labor pool
here at the Gateway Green is also stretched, tired and ready for some time off. Thank you as well
to my friend Larry Torno for putting this issue together and my mentor Mike Carron for continuing
to work with our advertisers. I like our squadron here at the Double G, I hope we can keep the
gang together for a while.

DOUBLE G

SQUADRON

Director of Operations
Chuck Gast
MVGCSA
(314) 591-1613
Art Director
Larry Torno
Berkeley Design LLC
7400 Carleton Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63130
314-727-3686

Anywho….we are now 18 months into
this thing and I have read and heard some
briefings that it may be completely behind us by
next year. One never knows, because what news
source do you trust these days? It all seems to
be narrative based. Once your phone, email or
google searches have established “your” narrative that seems to be the information channeled “your” direction. I think most people
have a healthy sense of skepticism but that has
been overwhelmingly exacerbated the last five
years. Whatever happens, one thing I do know
is……… this too shall pass.

Pat Gray, you will be missed as well.
Ed’s note…Pat is not retiring just yet. Mr. Gray
gave me a little bit of his time a few weeks
back to break down his 40+ year career in our
business. I have known Pat for over 20 years
myself and he is as genuine as they come and
absolutely loves talking about turf and the golf
business. The next rainy day, lets gather at a
maintenance facility. I will bring some beer
and we should let some of our seasoned
veterans hold court. It would be a must see
for some of you younger members of the
MVGCSA.

Dr. Lee Miller, you will be missed. I know the
article I wrote last issue was not the best but I
did not think it would make you leave Columbia! Just kidding my friend and best of luck
and continued success at Purdue University.
Just over four hours away so we see you just
a couple times a Summer? I know I speak for
all of us here in the MVGCSA that you made
quite an impression and set the bar high for our
expectations out of the University of Missouri.
Hopefully MVGCSA leadership can help in
getting you replaced but you will not be forgotten. Thank you and Godspeed Dr. Miller.

Happy 75th MVGCSA! No doubt in my mind
that the celebration at St. Albans will be an
unforgettable event. Thank you to all of our
Associate Members who have supported the
Gateway Green over the years. I have enjoyed
being your Editor the last twenty years and
will press on until you find someone better.
One thing about the Double G, no narratives
here….just trying to pump out another quality
issue for your enjoyment.
Paul Hurst, Editor

HAPPY 75th MVGCSA!

75th

1945-2020
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Favorite Piece of
Equipment?
– Skid Loader

(continued from page one)

Favorite Job on the
Golf Course?
– Cutting Cups
Here is Quail Creek in South County where Pat
has been since 2015. Most likely this is Pat’s last
stop in a career that has spanned over four
decades. I asked about plans for eventual retirement and he quipped, “I’m not quite ready to
shut it down but when I do, I really want to hike
the Appalachian Trail from Georgia to Maine.
My wife (Patti) may not be happy with that but
it is on my bucket list. Also, there are several
National Parks I would like to visit, may take up
cycling again and I am not ruling out mowing
rough a couple days a week somewhere.” Pat
looks amazing for being 66 years old and there is
no doubt in my mind that cycling and hiking will
be an easy transition for him. He explains, “The
lack of help the last few years has been a struggle,
it puts more on everyone’s plate and there is not
a whole lot of time left in the day to get anything
more done than basic maintenance.”
Pat started playing golf when he was 5 and
began caddying at Norwood Hills CC starting in
1969. After working at Norwood, he then took
a job working at the Golf Shop at Forest Park
Golf Course. He had the golf bug at that point
and after two years at UMSL he graduated from
Missouri State in 1977 with a Bachelor’s in Plant
Science.
Gray’s first job out of college was at Lake
Forest Country Club working as an Assistant
under Dick Crosby. This was before Lake Forest
was 18 holes. It was at Lake Forest where Pat
met his most influential mentor in his career. He
explains, “Frank Bubany was the old Super at
Algonquin and he did some consulting at Lake
Forest and Country Club of Missouri. Frank
would visit every Wednesday at Lake Forest and
we would walk the golf course together. Frank
taught me almost everything and has had a big
influence on my agronomic choices even today.
He was a huge proponent of limiting your water
and inputs during the heat of Summer.” Pat continues, “1980 was the most brutal Summer

Least Favorite Job on the
Golf Course?
– Working on Irrigation
Favorite Tour Player?
– Tom Watson
August 15th, September 1st
or September 15th ?
– October 1st
Nozzle or Fingers?
– Thumb
Moisture Meter?
– No
Favorite Restaurant?
– Favazza’s
Favorite Beverage?
– Guinness
Best Course in STL?
– St. Louis CC and Old Warson
Dream Foursome?
– Dad, Grandpa and my best
man John Luer
Hobbies?
– Golf, Skiing and Cycling

Summer 2021

I ASKED ABOUT PLANS FOR EVENTUAL RETIREMENT
AND HE QUIPPED, “I’M NOT QUITE READY TO SHUT IT
DOWN BUT WHEN I DO, I REALLY WANT TO HIKE THE
APPALACHIAN TRAIL FROM GEORGIA TO MAINE. MY
WIFE (PATTI) MAY NOT BE HAPPY WITH THAT BUT IT
IS ON MY BUCKET LIST.

I have ever witnessed in my career. Courses
across St. Louis lost all kinds of grass and we
had no measurable rain until late in August that
year. Bubany’s approach to limiting inputs during
stressful periods helped us survive back then and
is still relevant today.”
In 1981 Pat took his first Superintendent job
at Paradise Valley golf course in High Ridge, MO.
They had struggled before his arrival and over
a 5-year period Pat and his staff had the greens
back in great health. Pat remembers, “That was
a tough job, the greens were dead when I was
hired, it was an all-quick coupler irrigation
system and the golf course was doing around
65,000 rounds per year.”
Anheuser Busch came
calling in 1986 and recruited
Pat to manage the fields at
The Soccer Park in Fenton.
Pat smiled during this part
of the interview and I could
tell he remembered the
experience fondly. “AB wanted to make the
Soccer Park a world class facility. They actually
sent me to the Netherlands and Germany to learn
about the way they maintained their pitches.”
He continued, “I visited several research facilities over there and saw my first Verti-Drain in
action. In fact, AB was the first facility to own a
Verti-Drain in the United States. It was a great
experience and we ended up hosting two World
Cup qualifying events and an Olympic qualifier
at Soccer Park.”
After a brief stint managing campus facilities
at UMSL, American Golf called and asked Pat if
he would be the Superintendent at Forest Park.
Five years at Forest Park was enough and Pat
returned to Paradise Valley in 1994 and worked
there until 2015.
For a guy that has seen it all in the Turf
Business I asked if things have become easier
(continued on page twenty-two)
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Yellow Nutsedge; Some Problems
Just Don’t Go Away
Submitted By – Dr. Xi Xiong and Mathew Fleetwood, University of Missouri

T

he plant family cyperaceae is comprised of more than
5,000 species across 108 genera (simpson et al., 2005).
Among them, species from the cyperus genus, are some
of the most difficult-to-control weeds once established on
managed turf. Golf course superintendents often encounter
purple nutsedge (cyperus rotundus l.) primarily in southern states from virginia to california, and yellow nutsedge
(cyperus esculentus l.) that is distributed across much of
the continental U.S.
Although moist soil is most conducive for sedge establish-ment, established sedge plants can withstand a certain
level of drought which makes them more competitive as
weeds. As a perennial species, yellow nutsedge is capable
of spreading by underground rhizomes (Fig. 1), although
occasionally they can germinate from seeds.

Figure 1. Spreading of sedge plants from underground rhizomes. Photograph was taken by
Mathew Fleetwood at the University of Missouri.

Another fact that makes yellow nutsedge almost impossible
to eradicate under field conditions is their extensive belowground tubers, which can form at the end of rhizomes. At
the University of Missouri, we established a single yellow
nutsedge shoot in a trough in the greenhouse and when we
terminated this experiment 8 months later, we harvested
203 yellow nutsedge shoots and 236 tubers (Fig. 2).
Chemical options to control yellow nutsedge typically
include postemergence (POST) application of two herbicide families: acetolactate synthase (ALS) inhibitors such as
halosulfuron, sulfosulfuron, trifloxysulfuron, and imazapic;
and protoporphyrinogen oxidase (PPO) inhibitors such as
sulfentrazone. Arsonate herbicides, such as MSMA, have
been used for annual and perennial sedge control as well,
however, these herbicides are being phased out by the EPA
since 2009. One of our field experiments performed on bermudagrass turf found that among those POST applications,
sequential applications of the POST herbicides resulted in
almost 100% control of the above-ground shoots within the
first 10 weeks following initial treatment (Fig. 3). However,
regrowth occurs by the following spring within the treated
area (Fig. 4; found on page 21), suggesting the survival of
underground rhizomes and/or tubers that are not so easily
to be killed by herbicide applications. Consequently, we are
forced to battle with this weed year after year.

Figure 2. Extensive underground rhizomes and tubers of yellow nutsedge. Photograph was
taken by Mathew Fleetwood at the University of Missouri.

Figure 3. Treatment effect on yellow nutsedge percent cover (%) at 0, 2, 4, 12, and
15 weeks after the initial treatment application (WAT). Bars in each timing labeled with
different letters are significantly different based on Fisher’s Protected LSD at P≤0.05.
The first application was made on June 13, and the second application was made on July
18, 2019. Please note that Tenacity is not a fair comparison here as it is not labeled for
warm-season turf; we simply kept it in this experiment to compare treatment effects
from a separate study performed on cool-season turf.
(continued on page twenty-one)

Contact your GreensPro rep:
Rich Carlson – 314-568-7148 / Mark Slaughter – 417-844-0990 / Brad Schenck – 314-608-6113

www.greenspro.com

Tyler Fishel – 417-844-1122 / Paul Hurst – 618-920-6406 / Joel Malke – 314-220-5773
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Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA
FOR THOSE OF YOU FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE YOUR NAME
ON THE 2021 GREEN CUP ROSTER, PLEASE KEEP AN EYE ON THE
EVENT CALENDAR ON THE WEBSITE HOMEPAGE.

What a difference a year makes! 2020 was a “no show” and this year it’s been a blow out!
Attendance at events this year have been nearly record setters for all. From the Season Opener through the recent
MV Championship, attendance levels have proven that most folks are ready to socialize in face-to-face group settings, especially
outdoors. Check out the pics and results from our recent MV events within the pages of this issue of the Gateway Green.

S

For those of you fortunate enough to have your
name on the 2021 Green Cup roster, please keep
an eye on the event calendar on the website
homepage. Updates will be posted in regards
to the 75th Anniversary Green Cup as the date
approaches. With a 10:00 AM shotgun slated for
October 25th for 200 participants, players are
encouraged to check-in an hour to 45 minutes
ahead of time to be sure we stay on schedule.
Remember, lunch on the course and an extravagant hors d’oeuvre bar after golf will no doubt
keep the hunger pangs away. And yes, there will
be a few drinks available as well.
Got a few more items to add to this issue of the
GG so wrappin’ this one up for now. n

ON A SPECIAL NOTE, IN REGARDS TO THIS YEAR’S 75TH GREEN CUP CELEBRATION, WE ARE VERY PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE THAT REPRESENTATIVES FROM OUR NATIONAL GCSAA WILL BE JOINING US AT THE COUNTRY
CLUB OF ST. ALBANS. WE LOOK FORWARD TO GREETING; MARK JORDAN – GCSAA PRESIDENT, KEVIN BREEN
– GCSAA VICE-PRESIDENT, STEVE RANDALL – GCSAA DIRECTOR CHAPTER OUTREACH AND BOB RANDQUIST
EN
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WELCOME GENTLEMEN AND THANKS FOR JOINING US!

RC

– GCSAA CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER.

MVGCSA

M O RE
NEW MVGCSA

MEMBERS 2021
Chris Sontheimer (C) –
City of Creve Coeur
Patrick Mulqueen (C) –
Whitmoor CC
Katelyn Wray (AF) –
BWI Companies
TJ McKenna (AP) –
Algonquin GC
Tracy Cahalane (C) –
Forest Hills CC

JOIN

peaking of events, the 75th Anniversary
Green Cup celebration is just around the
corner. The Country Club of St. Albans was
generous enough to offer both the Lewis and
Clark and Tavern Creek for this celebration with
the onus on the Green Cup committee to fill the
(25) 4-player team slots for each course. Well,
that only took a few weeks! I’m happy to report
that the 50 team slots have all been spoken for
with maybe a few individual places remaining within a few teams. If you’re a single and
interested in joining the festivities, sign up and
register asap and we’ll see if we can get you on a
team. I’m sure we are going to need some standbys as well.

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
MVGCSA MEMBER SINCE 1980

www.mprsupply.com
800-369-7257
EXTENSIVE
(314) 426-4838
FAX (314) 426-1382

INVENTORY

FREE
D E LIVE RY

• Irrigation
• Drainage & Water Management
• Water Features, Fountains, Diffused Air
• Outdoor Lighting LED
• Artificial Turf
• Pumps – PSN Certified Pump Service
• Thor Guard Lightning Prediction
• Hardscape
• Landscape Fabrics
• Bull Outdoor Kitchen Components
• Holiday Lighting & Greenery
• Award winning technical support
• Certified golf irrigation design
• Affordable golf irrigation solutions
• Replacement gear drive internals for
Toro and Rain Bird Golf Rotors
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Random Ramblings in the Valley
Submitted By – Don Humphrey, Lake St. Louis Golf Club
THE SUN THIS MONTH HAS SEEMED TO BE EXTRA INTENSE IN
THE 2:00 PM TO 5:00 PM HOURS, WHICH I HAVE AFFECTIONATELY
CALLED THE WILTING/BURNING HOURS.

HEY TURFHEADS, another issue of
the Gateway Green coming your way,
and I will specialize in the random and
rambling parts with this article. First
topic with me of course is the weather,
BECAUSE, the weather is what runs
our operations every day. The summer
is winding down, but it is really trying
to hang on with above normal temps
here in September. I know there has
been some rain in the area, but it has
missed my neck of the woods. The sun
this month has seemed to be extra intense in the 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm hours,
which I have affectionately called the
wilting/burning hours. To be honest,
I am ready for some fall weather, but
it has been an extended period of
hand-watering and waiting to thatch
and aerate our course.

As usual I will bring up the obligatory
mention to follow the Mizzou Guru,
turf pathologist Dr. Lee Miller, his
blog is always a must read for every
Golf Course Superintendent and
Turf Managers in Missouri and
Southern Illinois; his blog is
filled with information about
the latest turf data and different problems that he
is seeing with fungus,
insects and other factors
Dr. Lee Miller

that impact the turf. He offers some
solutions and products to help solve
many of the turf related problems.
Thank you, Dr. Miller, I read your
blog every month.
Here is some more random, I was
one of the many volunteers to
help out with the Ascension
Charity Classic Tournament at
Norwood Hills C.C. To say that the
event was a success would be an understatement; From everything I’ve seen
and heard the Champions Tour players
were pretty much blown away by the
course, the attendance and the support from the metropolitan area. It was
some much-needed good press for the
St. Louis region and it shows how much
this area will support golf. I worked the
afternoon shifts at Norwood and from
my perspective I was impressed with
the way that Mike Null and his crew
had the course dialed in and was happy
to be a small part of it all and help out
in some way.
Here’s some more random and rambling; this is a bit off the path, but just
give this a thought, as the MVGCSA
is celebrating our 75 years in our 76th
year maybe it is time to change the
name of our Chapter to Mississippi
River Valley Golf Course Superintendents Association. The name Mississippi Valley GCSA makes some
people think our chapter
is from Mississippi; But
a name change to Mississippi River Valley
GCSA Chapter is more
descriptive and it
would make people

think of the river and not the state.
I know that change is difficult, and it
has been our Chapter’s name for
76 years, but I may bring it to the
MVGCSA Board of Directors
and get some feedback
from them and the
members. Our new
acronym would be
MRVGCSA. It is just a
seed planted for now, but it might be
feasible, and time will tell.

M VGCSA
Speaking of time, IT “marches on’ and
IT “waits for no one”, and with that
in mind I would like to wish a happy
and healthy retirement to long time
Greenbriar CC Superintendent Dave
Klinkhammer who retired earlier this
year; Thanks for all you did to help
fellow members during your tenure at
Greenbriar and for your years on the
MVGCSA board and as a past President. n

Dave Klinkhammer
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Biden Administrations Work on WOTUS
Submitted By – Carter DeMay, Country Club of St. Albans

HELLO FELLOW TURF-HEADS.
I hope everyone made it through this summer and has had a chance to slow down a bit as we move into some more favorable
cool-season weather. I always try to slow down a bit in September and take a breath. I’m going to be cutting right to the chase
with this one boys and girls. The title should give away any secrets.

G

oing into this administration, we
knew there was going to be some
impact to the Clean Water Act and specifically the Waters of the United States
(WOTUS) definitions on the act. The
Government Affairs Team at GCSAA
has had a busy August and beginning
in September staying involved in some
very worrisome litigations. There was
a briefing at the end of July to early
August with the EPA and the Army
Corps about defining the WOTUS rule
of the Clean Water Act. This briefing
explained a two-part-rule-making
process. The first would bring things
back to before the 2015 Clean Water
Rule, which has been repealed. It returns a level of uncertainty to definitions of certain bodies of water that led
to problems in the first place. The plan
of the Biden Administration is to follow
this with a new rule and updated definitions. Officials on the call with GCSAA

The Government Affairs Team at
GCSAA has had a busy August and
beginning to September staying
involved in some very worrisome
litigations.
would not elaborate on the details or the
scope of the new rule. All we know is that
it cannot copy the now repealed WOTUS
rule. So far nothing new has taken effect.
The Navigable Waters Protection Rule
(NWPR) still remains law of the land.
GCSAA was a part of a public
hearing where they joined speakers from
agriculture, transportation, mining and
other impacted industries to discuss their
concerns with the efforts to repeal the
NWPR. During this hearing the Government Affairs Team, represented by Bob
Helland, noted the importance water
plays on golf courses and how superintendents play a role in protecting the waters

in, on and around golf courses. Through
Best Management Practices, this role
was further discussed in the hearing.
GCSAA’s Government Affairs team
is working diligently to keep golf ’s and
its superintendent’s voices heard. There
is not a need for panic, yet, but with
the Biden Administration putting this
much work into the NWPR already, we
could see some new changes coming
as early as the end of the year. The best
thing for us as environmental stewards
to do is to continue using our Best
Management Practices and protecting
the waters in, on and around our
facilities. n
The best thing for us as environmental
stewards to do is to continue using
our Best Management Practices
and protecting the waters in, on and
around our facilities.
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MVGCSA Championship
A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR CHAMP SPONSORS,
KEEVEN BROS SOD AND TURFWERKS!

O

n September 13, 2021 at the St. Peters Golf Club, the
MVGCSA held its annual Championship. There were 21
competitors vying for the gross and net Championship title for
2021. Course conditions were excellent, thanks to Brian Watson,
Superintendent, and the windy conditions tested the metal of
the every golfer. Congratulations goes out to Kyle Moses, Tower
Tee for taking the gross Champ spot with a smooth even par
70 and Nick Hittler, Tapawingo National, played a great round
despite the wind to shoot a sweet net 66 to take the net
Championship title.
Due to the popularity in 2019, we also offered a 4-player scramble during this event for players that just wanted to have a little
fun while the warriors battled it out for the Champ titles. There
was a total of (4) 4-player teams competing in this scramble event
this year and the wining team was Ron Exler, Chris Lewis, Colin
Kenny and Nick Phillips with a team score of 7 under par 63.
No trophy yet for this option but the team did win some nice
gift certificates.
Highlighting the entire event this year was an ace by Pat Gray on
the par 3 8th hole. Congrats Pat! Great shot! n

Kyle Moses, Gross Champ, left, and Nick Hittler, Net Champ, right

Highlighting the entire event this year was an ace by Pat Gray on the
par 3 8th hole
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Kick’s Korner
Submitted By – Rob Kick, Algonquin Golf Club

PLEASE, MAKE THE BINDERS GO AWAY…I BEG YOU!

G

enerally speaking I’m not big on
social media. I’m not on Facebook,
I’m not on Instagram, I don’t Snapchat, and I’m reluctantly on Twitter as
more of a follower…as a rule I don’t
tweet. Recently, I engaged in a tongue
and cheek spoof regarding early order
programs. It was a lot of fun and for a
couple minutes I felt Twitter famous.
More importantly however, I began to
think about early order programs. A
LOT!
Let me be clear, I early order
almost all of my products. I’m appreciative of the incentives and cost
savings related to ALL of the programs
and more importantly, I’m thankful
that our chemical and fertilizer friends
support our industry each and every
year! Really and truly thanks to ALL of
you for ALL that you do for us, but for
the love of God, give me just a couple minutes to catch my breath after
summer before you unleash the
binders from hell on me!
No more binders! No more
folders! No more paper! For
starters, there are these
things called computers,
tablets, cell phones,
and laptops, all of
which can be used
to access info
without using
800 pieces of paper. A good place
to begin the early order
renaissance would be the
reduction of paper used,
and therefore the enormous
stack of essentially un-

looked at stuff on my desk. Email me!
Zip drive? Website? Or… how about
and early order app? Ooh, I like the app
idea. Think about having an app that
would be available all the time. You
could add, or omit, or change programs
throughout the year and then launch
them when appropriate. Hell, conceivably we could even order directly from
the app and use your app to track our
usage, our cost, and inventory all in
one place. Hmmm, I’m registering app
names as we speak
Speaking of apps…maybe we
could come up with an app to track the
amount of wasted trees that go into the
EOP binder barrage. Boys…seriously…
NO. MORE. BINDERS!! I feel like I’m
in third grade, Trapper Keepers for
everyone, except at least when I was
in third grade my Trapper Keeper was
cool and had a picture of Voltron on
the cover! ?
I can’t seem to shake the binder
topic, and I apologize, but are these
binders like some sort of symbol?
The bigger the binder
the better
the EOP offerings?
Would
I save
on
EOP
if there
were no binders?
What percentage of
savings would I realize
if there were no binders?
Could you imagine a
world with no binders?

Man… Voltron was so cool! Could you guys
make EOP cool like Voltron?
Would it be okay to have a binder
free October? October is my favorite
month, and I’ll bet most of you feel the
same, or at least you all look forward
to it. Don’t ruin the 10th month of
the year with binders. Don’t take away
from football with binders. Don’t
make me feel like I need to look at a
binder during the Cardinals run to the
postseason. Please, make the binders go
away…I beg you!
October marks the end of the busy
season, the beginning of a more relaxed
time. Cooler nights. Aerated greens.
Less, or no hand watering. Easier days
man. Travel with the family. A bit less
stress. Could you imagine an October
with no binders? I could!.

THANKS TO ALL OF OUR AFFILIATES
FOR ALL THEY DO FOR US, AND
A SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OF OUR
FOLKS INVOLVED IN EOP FOR ALLOWING ME TO HAVE A BIT OF FUN AT
YOUR EXPENSE, AND SERIOUSLY,
NO MORE BINDERS BOYS!
SERIOUSLY BOYS…NO. MORE.
BINDERS. EVER! n
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When we deal with a stubborn weed over multiple years, however, one thing we need to be careful of is to avoid selection of
herbicide-resistant weed. Recently, an ALS-inhibitor resistant
annual sedge, Cyperus compressus, has been identified from
a bermudagrass turf in Georgia where halosulfuron has been
used exclusively for about 20 years (McCullough et al., 2016).
This report added to a total of six sedge species that are reported with ALS-inhibitor resistance, including yellow nutsedge
(Tehranchian et al., 2014). The mechanism of resistance in C.
compressus was later determined to be a point mutation of
Pro-197 to Ser- substitution in the genomic DNA that encodes
acetolactate synthase (McCullough et al., 2016), a target site for
ALS inhibitors (Tehranchian et al., 2014). Therefore, this finding and earlier literature confirms the strong cross-resistance of
such a mutation to other ALS inhibitors, including chlorsulfuron, sulfosulfuron, trifloxysulfuron, and imazapic. Once herbicide resistance develops, we will be forced to use higher rates of
the same herbicides, or to switch to herbicides that might not be as

Figure 4. Treatment effect on yellow nutsedge regrowth in 2020. Bars labeled with
different letters are significantly different based on Fisher’s Protected LSD at P≤0.05.
No herbicide was applied in the plots area in 2020, and the yellow nutsedge regrowth
was assessed as the counting of individual shoots performed on June 15, June 22,
June 29, and July 6, 2020.

economic or effective as the one that has been dependable. Therefore,
in our program we stress control of yellow nutsedge should include
alternating herbicides with various modes of action. n
Reference:
McCullough, P.E., J. Yu, J.S. McElroy, S. Chen, H. Zhang, T.L. Grey, and M.A. Czarnota. 2016.
ALS-resistant annual sedge (Cyperus compressus) confirmed in turfgrass. Weed Science. 64:33-41.
Simpson, D. A., A. M. Muasya, K. Chayamarit, J. A. N. Parnell, S. Suddee, B. D. E. Wilde, M. B. Jones,
J. J. Bruhl, and R. Pooma. 2005. Haosokia caricoides, a new genus and species of Cyperaceae from
Thailand. Botanical Journal of the Linnean Society, 149: 357–364.
Tehranchian, P., J.K, Norsworthy, V. Nandula, S. McElroy, S. Chen, and R.C. Scott. 2014. First report of
resistance to acetolactate-synthase-inhibiting herbicides in yellow nutsedge (Cyperus esculentus): confirmation and characterization. Pest Management Science. Online. DOI: 10.1002/PS.3922.
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(continued from page six)

T

he mid-summer heat didn’t deter the enthusiasm at the
Co-Ed MVGCSA event August 13th at the Chesterfield
Topgolf venue. There were 60+ golf fanatics in attendance and
a great time was had by all. A tasty buffet and cool drinks were
provided on-site with a special thanks to the sponsors of this
event, Helena and PBI Gordon. Everybody was a winner! n

over the years. He responded, “Ten years ago I changed the way
I was doing things. I took a more biological approach and began
putting down less nutrients and focused on trying to improve the
biology of our soils. Once things fall in line it just gets easier. It is
actually a similar approach that Joel Simmons has with Earthwork’s fertilizer.” Pat goes on, “In my mind the weather had not
changed much since I started growing grass professionally. Sure,
we have ebbs and flows but 1980 was again one of the toughest
years I have ever seen to keep grass alive. My reduced input approach helped me then and is still very useful today.”
Pat had his first hole in one earlier this year at the MVGCSA
Championship. He has been part of the MVGCSA since he can
remember and had a few thoughts about our association, “Sometimes I feel like we have drifted away from being a Superintendent organization. It would be nice just to get together once a
month and not necessarily play golf. This business is our business
and we have no one to turn to but ourselves. Usually if one guy
is having problems others are as well.” Pat goes on, “When I was
coming up, Roger Null would have impromptu meetings on rainy
days. Guys would gather at a shop, drink some beers and talk
about how they were managing issues at their facilities. This was
critical for me as I was learning the business. Pete Ferguson was
there often….he was the smartest turf guy I ever met. Lee Redman would hang out and we would discuss the agronomic side of
the industry and also the business side of the industry.”
We could have talked all day about how golf and the Turf
Business has impacted Pat’s life. Beyond some of Pat’s goals in
retirement I could see him getting back to teaching or mentoring
future Turf Students. For 11 years during his career, he did teach
at Meramec Community College both Golf Course Management
and Turf Management. In fact, one of the authors in this Gateway
Green and the next President of the MVGCSA was one of his
students. Pat remembered, “I loved teaching, it was a ton of fun
and I never stopped learning myself while I was doing it.”
Pat has been married for 39 years to his wife Patti. He has
three daughters: Libbey (36), Caitlin (33) and Amelia who would
have been 30. He also has one granddaughter, Jackie. n
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